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2009 FUSE ACCESSORIES

PURPOSE BUILT FOR THE FIELD.

THE ONE THING WE DON’T KEEP QUIET.

Bowhunting is a grueling sport that demands persistence, focus 
and strength of mind and body. And it requires a bow that delivers 
flawless performance shot after shot. Getting close and going un-
detected are tough enough without the added worries of unwant-
ed noise and vibration. Enter the 2009 line of professional-caliber 
FUSE accessories. Relentless design and testing – as well as 
careful attention to shooter feedback – have resulted in our most 

comprehensive, technologically advanced, high-performance 
mix of accessories yet. Endorsed by the world’s top bowhunters 
and target archers, FUSE accessories shatter nearly all traces of 
shot-compromising noise and vibration at levels the competition 
just can’t touch. FUSE accessories will make you and your bow 
the most confident, effective, successful team you can be. Hunt 
with confidence. Hunt with purpose. Hunt with FUSE. 

1 SEASON. 3 BUCKS. 600” OF ANTLER.
It’s every hunter’s dream. It’s Randy Ulmer’s reality. Powered by cutting-edge 
FUSE technologies and a relentless drive for pursuing record book trophies, 
Randy’s 2008 mule deer season was nothing short of amazing. Randy relies 
on FUSE to keep his bow quiet and his shots true.RANDY ULMER

NEIL CHANDLER

MARC SMITH SHAWN MONSEN

RON NIZIOLEK BRIAN STRICKLAND ALLEN BOLEN

BRANDON VANTASSELL

MIKE LUPER BRENDAN BURNS CASEY BROOKS

CAMERON HANESANTHONY DIXON

MICHAEL WADDELL



FUSE CUSTOM SERIES SIGHTS

NEW BUCKHORN™
New FUSE Custom Se-
ries Sights provide serious 
bowhunters more high-end, 
accuracy-enhancing features 
than any other sight in their 
class. They offer more than 
five feet of ultra-bright fiber, 
durable Metal Optic Pins, 
2nd and 3rd axis leveling 
capability, a precision dove-
tail adjustment system, and 
your choice of .029” or .019” 
pins. They also offer our ex-
clusive ShockRod Technol-
ogy for the most accurate, 
silent, consistent shot you’ve 
ever experienced.

Our exclusive FUSE dove-
tail micro-adjustment system 
(patent pending) is built to 
extremely tight tolerances 
and features a smooth travel 
mechanism. Even the most 
critical adjustments are easy 
and hassle-free in the field.

NEW LUCKY 7™

available in .019” pins only

SEE EVERYTHING. HEAR NOTHING.
Archers everywhere have discovered the accuracy-boosting 
benefits of FUSE Custom Series Sights. How did we improve 
our already innovative family of FUSE sights? For starters, we 
delivered an even more efficient mix of exactly what serious bow-
hunters need: slimmer sight housings, brighter pins and lighter 
mounting brackets. Our exciting 2009 line consists of the Buck-
horn, the Maxxis and the Lucky 7 – each of which has been 

streamlined for optimum, lightweight yet durable performance. 
The Buckhorn and Maxxis offer a new, slimmer sight housing. 
Ultra-light yet super sturdy, this enhanced housing protects your 
pins without excess, unnecessary weight. The Maxxis also fea-
tures a re-designed, precision-aligned mounting bracket. The 
Lucky 7 offers a smaller, lighter mounting plate engineered to 
lighten your bow and help you hunt harder and more effectively.

NEW MAXXIS™

3 Pin 5 Pin

GANG
ADJUST

COLOR OPTIONS
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7 Pin

LUCKY 7 Micro
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FUSE QUIVERS

Ventera’s exclusive one-
piece, co-molded hood de-
sign means the rubber insert 
is actually molded into the 
hood. The insert will never 
shake, rattle or fall out. It’s tru-
ly the utmost in quiet, tough, 
vibration-free performance.

Shorty’s unique design is 
unlike traditional Quick De-
tach models. It mounts to 
your upper quiver mounting 
hole – not your sight mount. 
Shorty is compact, light-
weight and versatile.

For 2009, the EPT has been 
re-engineered by mounting 
the lever arm to the quiver 
making it easier for one 
hand operation.

VENTERA™. SERIOUS GRIP. SATORI™. THE STRONG & SILENT TYPE.
The all-new, radically-designed FUSE Ventera quivers are 

available in 3 and 5 arrow configurations and feature an ad-

justable double-gripper mount to ensure a perfect fit for both 

fixed blade and mechanical broadheads. Sleek and stream-

lined yet tough and durable, Ventera quivers offer the utmost 

in arrow security and lightweight, rock-solid function. They 

secure arrow shafts without the need for any broadhead con-

tact – ensuring that your broadhead blades will never dull.  

The Ventera line includes One-Piece and Two-Piece models, 

a QD Shorty design that attaches to the upper quiver mount-

ing hole, and a value-priced Lite model. The One-Piece and 

Shorty models both feature the EPT quick mount system.

Bowhunters everywhere rely on FUSE Satori quivers for 

high-end function and unbeatable reliability. We’ve expanded 

the 2009 Satori line to offer even greater variety. The Sa-

tori 2-Piece is a tough, versatile, lightweight quiver with four 

inches of vertical travel. The Satori One-Piece with Quick 

Disconnect is a strong, lightweight design featuring 6 Shock- 

Rods for a whisper-quiet shot, and Ejector Pin Technology 

for quick and easy quiver removal and installation. The Sa-

tori Shorty with Quick Disconnect is light and compact and 

mounts to the upper quiver mounting hole. The Satori Lite 

is a great value that offers innovation and performance at a 

lower price point. 

NEW VENTERA
TWO-PIECE

NEW VENTERA
SHORTY

NEW SATORI
SHORTY

SATORI
ONE-PIECE

NEW
SATORI LITE

NEW VENTERA
ONE-PIECE

NEW
VENTERA LITE

NEW SATORI
TWO-PIECE
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All Ventera and Satori quivers are available in 
Flat Black or Realtree APG HD camo. FUSE 
Quivers fit most major brands including Hoyt, 
PSE®, Bowtech® and Mathews®.

(cut-away view)



FUSE HUNTING STABILIZERS

PUTS THE STABLE IN STABILIZER.
Constructed of ultra-lightweight carbon fiber components, 

along with Doinker and ShockRod technologies, FUSE Car-

bon ConneXion stabilizers deliver unbeatable balance and 

smoothness that will benefit both treestand and spot-and-stalk 

bowhunters. Their innovative design and pro-quality perfor-

mance offer a highly effective, stylish way to deaden vibration 

and noise and ultimately make you a more effective hunter. 

The FUSE Axium line of stabilizers is recognized as a leader in 

flawless function and unbeatable reliability. Technology-packed 

and complete with ShockRod and Doinker technologies, Axium 

stabilizers offer unbelievable weight distribution and superior 

noise and vibration dampening. Available in a variety of lengths 

and weights – including our innovative, offset Sidekick model. 

There’s an Axium stabilizer for every bowhunter.
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CARBON CONNEXION 
HUNTER™ 6.5”
weight: 5.4 oz.

AXIUM™ 10”
weight: 8.5 oz.

AXIUM™ 6”
weight: 7 oz.

NEW
CARBON CONNEXION 
HUNTER™ 8”
weight: 6.2 oz.

AXIUM™ SIDEKICK
weight: 12 oz.

AXIUM™ 4”
weight: 6 oz.
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Injector’s unique, patent-pending, 
five-prong design destroys vibration 
and noise frequencies generated by 
today’s high performance compound 
bows. Its budget-friendly price and 
pro-level performance make it a popu-
lar addition to the FUSE family.  

NEW
INJECTOR™ 5.25”
weight: 4.4 oz.

AXIUM™ 2”
weight: 3.5 oz.

Carbon ConneXion and Axium available 
in black or Realtree APG HD camo.

Available in black or camo.



FUSE TARGET STABILIZERS & SIDE RODS

In just one short year, FUSE Carbon ConneXion stabilizers have become a household name 

among the world’s most successful target archers. Constructed of lightweight yet ultra 

sturdy carbon fiber and outfitted with strategically placed ShockRods and Doinkers, Car-

bon ConneXion target stabilizers offer unsurpassed vibration dampening for the utmost 

in smooth, consistent, medal-winning performance. Discerning target archers across the 

globe trust Carbon ConneXion stabilizers for optimal weight distribution, unbeatable reli-

ability and world-class results. With a variety of lengths available, there’s sure to be a Car-

bon ConneXion waiting to propel you to the podium.

Introducing the brand-new FUSE Carbon VFR Stabilizers – the next generation of FUSE 

carbon technology. Our high performance, competition-caliber designs promise to take se-

rious target archers’ games to whole new levels of smoothness, stability and accuracy. 

Light and sleek and featuring our exclusive, Internal-Fit Ferrule System, FUSE Carbon VFR 

stabilizers offer streamlined performance and tight tolerances. Combining FUSE design 

and pro-caliber Doinker® components, these new stabilizers are sure to be a favorite among 

professional target archers who place the utmost importance on results-driven technology 

and in-the-field reliability.

New for 2009, we’re excited to unveil our exclusive Carbon ConneXion Side Rods to fit your 

favorite V-Bar or side rod adapter. Engineered to give serious target archers even greater 

versatility, our tournament-tested technologies are designed to provide serious target archers 

with the versatility, stability and unmatched consistency they depend on.

Also new for 2009, Carbon VFR Side Rods complement our new line of FUSE Carbon VFR 

stabilizers. Superb versatility with enhanced stability and accuracy inspired the practical yet 

high-tech design of these sought-after Side Rods. FUSE Carbon VFR Side Rods feature 

proven Doinker technology and are available in sets of two in lengths of 8”, 10” and 12”.

The innovative Carbon VFR Extension gives target archers greater set-up versatility by extend-

ing the V-Bar away from the riser – resulting in greater balance and stability.

Sure to be a favorite among 3-D shooters and others who prefer a more compact set-up, the 

new-for-2009 Carbon ConneXion 12” delivers superior balance and unbeatable vibration 

reduction in a smaller package. It utilizes lightweight, sturdy carbon components and proven 

ShockRod and Doinker technologies to keep your bow balanced and shock-free.
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CARBON
CONNEXION
STABILIZER

CARBON
CONNEXION
SIDE RODS

CARBON
VFR

STABILIZER

CARBON
VFR

SIDE RODS

CARBON
VFR

EXTENSION

34.5” 33.5” 12” 5”

30” 10” 29” 10”

27.5” 8” 26” 8”

12”

NEW CARBON CONNEXION™

Options: 12”, 27.5”, 30” & 34.5”
NEW CARBON VFR™ STABILIZERS
Options: 26”, 29” & 33.5”

NEW CARBON CONNEXION SIDE RODS
Available Lengths: 8” & 10”

NEW CARBON VFR SIDE RODS
Available Lengths: 8”, 10” & 12”

NEW CARBON VFR EXTENSION
Available Length: 5”

NEW CARBON CONNEXION 12”



FUSE RESTS

IT ALL RESTS ON THIS SHOT.
The 2009 FUSE rests are engineered with every type of ar-

cher in mind. No matter what your shooting style may be, 

there’s a FUSE rest ready to take your game to a whole new 

level. For target shooters, we offer the AccuLaunch Blade. 

Reliable and consistent, its popular design is no stranger to 

the podium. For bowhunters, we offer a variety of options, 

including the innovative AccuLaunch Fall-Away, the depend-

able AccuLaunch Prong, and the hassle-free, user-friendly 

Whisker Biscuit. Whether you’re a seasoned shooter or a 

newcomer to the sport – and whether you shoot aluminum 

or carbon arrows – trust FUSE Rests to keep you accurate, 

consistent and confident.

FUSE WHISKER BISCUIT®

AccuLaunch BLADEACCULAUNCH FALL-AWAY
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A popular choice among bowhunters of all skill levels, 

the Whisker Biscuit offers whisper-quiet consistency 

and ease-of-use to help you focus on the hunt, not 

your equipment. It features our exclusive ShockRod 

Technology for a steady, quiet, consistent launch, 

as well as a Quick Shot design for fast, snag-free 

arrow loading. Integrated horizontal and vertical ad-

justment allows for hassle-free tuning. The Whisker 

Biscuit’s innovative design assures that your arrows 

will stay on the rest in any hunting situation, whether 

you shoot aluminum or carbon arrows.

AccuLaunch Blade with Micro Adjust has 

dominated tournament competition since its 

introduction a year ago. Its innovative, high-

performance design yields ultra-consistent 

results that help more archers shoot their 

way to the podium. The AccuLaunch Blade: 

a high-performance rest for serious shoot-

ers who demand the utmost in tournament-

tested technology. 

ACCULAUNCH™ PRONG

BLADE REPLACEMENTS

Practical, effective design and in-the-field 

dependability were the inspiration for the 

AccuLaunch Prong Rest. Hunters every-

where have experienced its solid perfor-

mance and user-friendly function – com-

plete with Micro Adjust for unbeatable 

precision. If you’re after consistent results 

and a no-nonsense rest that won’t let you 

down, the AccuLaunch Prong is for you.

To accommodate the varying arrow sizes and 

weights shot by target archers, we offer a variety 

of Launcher Blade sizes. No matter what arrow 

set-up you prefer, there’s a FUSE replacement 

blade with the proper tension and thickness to 

perfectly fit your AccuLaunch Blade Rest.

AccuLaunch is one of the most sought-

after fall-away rests on the market. Its user-

friendly, precision-mounted design gives 

you the confidence that comes from never 

having to worry about fletching clearance. 

It mounts to your bow quickly and allows 

for simple tuning in the woods or on the 

range. Steady and reliable, AccuLaunch 

Fall-Away eliminates inconsistent shots. 

No matter what type of rest you prefer, there’s always 
a FUSE rest to fit your needs. If you’re unsure which 
FUSE rest is for you, ask your local FUSE dealer. Their 
expertise will guide you to the perfect set-up.

www.fusearchery.com



FUSE BROADHEADS
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11/8” 11/16”

11/8” 13/16”

85
GRAIN

125
GRAIN

100
GRAIN

CYBEX QUATTROKUMASI
STRUT

BUSTERBANSHEE

11/8” 13/16” 11/8” 17/16” 11/8”

FUSE CYBEX™
The perfect high-performance fixed-blade design, Cybex delivers an 
ultra-wide cutting diameter, unbeatable down-range penetration, pre-
cision, accuracy and strength for unmatched tag-filling results. 

FUSE BANSHEE™
Banshee offers big time performance in a small, sleek, lightweight 
package. It’s a hard-hitting, cut-on-contact machine that features Zero 
Plane Technology for ultra-precise, field point accuracy.

FUSE KUMASI™
Kumasi has made believers out of bowhunters who prefer the accura-
cy of mechanical broadheads. Renowned for its durability, consistent 
performance and ultra-tough engineering, Kumasi features our innova-
tive ClipLoc Technology to eliminate the need for unreliable O-rings 
and elastic bands. 

FUSE STRUT BUSTER™
Strut Buster is a high-end, fast-flying, gobbler-getting broadhead that 
delivers superior knock-down power.

FUSE QUATTRO™
The proven and popular Quattro features four razor sharp blades – two 
large blades and two small bleeder blades – linked with Innerloc Tech-
nology for a super strong, reliable blade fit. Our adapter-free Carbon 
Connexion Ferrule System ensures a secure fit with carbon arrows.

CYBEX 85 GRAIN

CYBEX 100 GRAIN

CYBEX 125 GRAIN

KUMASI

QUATTRO

STRUT BUSTER

BANSHEE

Numbers in chart represent cutting diameter.



FUSE FREESTYLE

A SMALL BOW WITH BIG ATTITUDE.
Introducing an exciting new way to introduce your kids to the 

great sport of archery. The all-new FUSE Freestyle is a light-

weight youth bow offering the same high-quality design and 

function as adult bows, but in a smaller package to accom-

modate first-time shooters. Freestyle comes standard with ev-

erything your young archer needs for a safe, fun, proper intro-

duction to the sport. Available in camo or pink camo, Freestyle 

promises to help you and your family create great memories 

and help your kids develop into skilled archers. Tomorrow’s 

world-class shooters begin today with the FUSE Freestyle.
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THE FREESTYLE™ PACKAGE
The FUSE Freestyle Kit is the complete package 

for your young shooter. It includes a 2-piece,   

4-arrow quiver, a lightweight yet functional arm 

guard, a 3-pin fiber optic sight, a full-capture ar-

row rest, a brass nock set and three arrows – 

everything first-time archers need to get started 

on the right path.

• Quiver
• Arrows
• Arm Guard
• Fiber Optic Sight
• Pro Rest
• Brass Nock Set

GROWS WITH YOU.
Freestyle features simple, modular draw 
length adjustment in 1/2-inch incre-
ments without the need of a bow press, 
ensuring the bow grows with your child.

FREESTYLE™ BOW SPECS:

29” 6½” 2.3 lbs.

Axle-to-Axle Brace Height Mass Weight

10-25+ 14-24” (½” increments)

Draw Weight Ranges (lbs.) Total Draw Length Range

Freestyle available in camo or pink camo.

NEW



FUSE ACCESSORIES

FUSE CUSTOM STRINGS & STRINGSHOX™

FUSE Custom Strings are built with a high-performance string material and come 
equipped with our highly effective StringShox System. Utilizing FUSE CTT (Con-
tinuous Tension Technology), each string is built with an incredible 700 pounds 
of pre-load for top-of-the-line, no-creep performance. Proven StringShox feature 
a “dual wing” design eliminating a much higher percentage of string oscillation 
after the shot. The result is a highly efficient and effective custom string.

SIGHT LITE™

The FUSE LED Sight Lite mounts directly to the top of the sight 
housing, casting a tremendous amount of light to the fiber optic 
pins. The Sight Lite is a 3/8-24 NF thread and is compatible with 
all FUSE sights.

Note: At the time of production of our 2009 Product Guide, the accessories shown and the information contained had been thor-
oughly checked for accuracy. However, in the event that a typographical error was missed, FUSE reserves the right to notify our 
dealers and customers at its discretion. Additionally, FUSE reserves the rights to modify, change or discontinue products shown in 
this publication without notice. Doinker is a registered trademark of William L. Leven. Realtree is a registered trademark of Jordan 
Outdoor Enterprises, LTD. Hoyt is a licensed trademark of Hoyt Archery, Inc. Mathews is a registered trademark of Mathew A. 
McPherson. Bowtech is a registered trademark of Extreme Technologies, Inc. PSE is a registered trademark of Precision Shooting 
Equipment, Inc. Whisker Biscuit is a trademark owned by SOP Services, Inc. Innerloc is a registered trademark of Dennis E. Sullivan. 
Zero Plane Technology is a registered trademark of American Broadhead Company.

FUSE STEALTHSHOT™
The revolutionary StealthShot String Suppression System™ will 
make believers out of even the most experienced bowhunters. 
Imagine never having to worry about “arm slap”, “string buzz” 
and other inherent problems that can compromise your shot. 
StealthShot substantially minimizes shot noise and recoil for 
much more consistent, quiet, vibration-free shooting. Featur-
ing an ultra-strong, super-lightweight rod attached to a custom 
Limbsaver® Navcom™ component that captures and suppresses 
the string after the shot, Stealthshot is proven to reduce string 
movement and oscillation by over 70%. Attach a StealthShot to 
your bow today. You’ll be instantly amazed by the results.

Options: Direct Mount or Stabilizer 
Mount. Available for most major 
bow makes and models. See your 
local dealer for more information.STEALTHSHOT

DIRECT MOUNT

STEALTHSHOT
STABILIZER MOUNT

STRING COLOR OPTIONS:
Gray/White, Blue/Black, Spruce Green/Black,
Orange/Black, Pink/Black, Red/Black, Yellow/Black, 
Green/Black, Green/Ivory, Gray/Black

FUSE HAT

FUSE TEE

LEARN MORE AT
WWW.FUSEARCHERY.COM

Fusearchery.com is your complete, online destination for 

all-things FUSE. A dynamic, informative, comprehensive re-

source, Fusearchery.com offers complete product specs, de-

tailed photos of the entire FUSE line, a FUSE dealer locator, 

and much more. Get an in-depth look at the complete 2009 

FUSE family and learn which FUSE accessories you need to 

round out your rig and up your game.

NEW FUSE QUIVER CADDY™ 
New for 2009, the FUSE Quiver Caddy is the ideal accessory for 
treestand bowhunters. It’s a simple yet functional tree screw with 
a quiver bracket that lets you hang your quiver within arm’s reach 
to give you a more comfortable, versatile set-up. Fits all 2009 
Ventera and Satori One-Piece and Shorty quivers.


